Within the next month you will see approved EVS products replacing some of the current items you were using – for example, Virex II 256 (disinfectant), Alpha HP or Prominence (neutral floor cleaners), and Crew Restroom Cleaner are being discontinued.

1. **Oxivir 1 Ready to Use** (RTU) wipes by Diversey
   a. Replaces Virex II 256
   b. Used for all above the floor cleaning and disinfecting

2. **Emerel Crème Cleanser** (liquid cleanser) by Diversey
   a. **No change in product**
   b. Used for removal of spots and stains on restroom fixtures (sinks, toilets, tubs, showers)
   c. Must always use with eye protection because the pH is 2.0 (corrosive).
   d. Ready to use quarts – Apply directly onto surfaces or by using a clean wipe or toilet bowl mop to remove any build up on fixtures
   e. Flush toilets to clear water after using.

3. **Graffiti Remover** by Spartan
   a. **New/additional product**
   b. Used for removal of adhesive residue, difficult marks on door bottoms, moldings etc. Use by applying a small amount of product from a pour top bottle onto a clean dry disposable wipe
   c. In ready to use quarts
4. **Glance** by Diversey
   a. *No change in product*
   b. Used for cleaning glass and mirrors.
   c. Concentrate is used to prepare solution with cold water though a Diversey dispensing unit into a Glance screen printed pour bottle and applied to surfaces with a clean wipe

5. **Stingray** Interior Window Cleaning Device
   a. *New/additional equipment* for windows above normal reach
   b. Disposable pad and window cleaning product used to reach high window interiors without using a step stool or ladder

6. **General Purpose Spotter** by Diversey
   a. Used for carpet spotter in ready to use quarts
   b. Use by applying a small amount of product from a pour top bottle onto a clean, dry disposable wipe- this is a new addition.
7. **High Dusting Tool**
   a. High dusting tool wrapped with **3M Easy Trap Duster**
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8. **Butler/dustpan and squeegee**
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9. **Magic Eraser**
   a. Dampen with water to remove difficult marks from unpainted surfaces
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